#001 Lightning Analysis. Since 2008 our team at Dynamic Measurement has developed new innovative
exploration technologies using lightning strike database analytics. The above image was released for this post by one
of our clients – a client who paid less than $70,000 for their second project, a project covering over 75 square miles.
The cost for spec seismic for an area this size is about $1,500,000. This image highlights “filling the gap,” where the
apparent resistivity cross-section overlay derived from lightning strike data continues between two seismic sections.
The apparent resistivity SEG-Y volume was generated from 18 years of data stored in the privately owned National
Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) lightning database (see Using Lightning for Exploration by Les Denham).
The rock property volume was loaded into Landmark’s DecisionSpace software and overlaid on the seismic as if it
were a seismic velocity volume.
Obviously the lightning analysis area shown here was larger than the available seismic data. Dynamic Measurement
has developed the tools to generate apparent resistivity and apparent permittivity rock property maps and volumes.
Dynamic routinely generates 21 other lightning attribute maps and volumes and can interpolate any of these 23
volumes to the same trace spacing as any existing or planned 2-D or 3-D seismic survey anyplace in the continental
U.S. or Canada, including off-shore out to about 300 foot water depths. This new exploration technology allows
density, apparent resistivity and permittivity, rise-time, average and positive and negative peak current, peak-tozero, symmetry, total wavelet time, and 11 other lightning attribute derived volumes to be integrated with seismic,
air mag, EM, or other geophysical surveys (see Geologic Frameworks derived from Lightning Maps and Resistivity
Volumes). Integration occurs using any available geological or geophysical workstation to load data in SEG-Y or in
ASCII voxel format. In addition, Dynamic has demonstrated generating 10 lightning attribute maps and volumes
from the GLD-360 database in the U.S., and this process can cover any area in the world, out to the shelf break.
Dynamic Measurement has a U.S. patent and an exclusive license to sublicense this lightning database for natural
resource exploration. The company also sublicenses the 5 years of data in the GLD-360 lightning database.
Although the GLD-360 database has fewer attributes and less resolution than the NLDN, data includes lightning
strike information worldwide. Our team continues working to validate and calibrate empirical results with known
geophysical and geological control. We have done over 20 projects from Arizona to Louisiana and Florida and from
Texas to Michigan and New York. Each project correlates with available control and known geology. We are
unravelling the theory, including how lighting energy is transferred to the telluric currents measured by established
magneto-telluric methods. Empirical results to date are extremely promising.
The Dynamic Measurement Method of lightning analysis is quicker, less expensive, and safer than any other
geophysical technique. Drop me a note and describe your exploration needs, and our team will propose how the
Dynamic Measurement Method of lightning analysis might benefit your work. We can create the maps and volumes
for a lightning analysis project anyplace in the world within two months from existing evergreen databases.
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